Hybrid Surface and Bulk Resonant Acoustics for Concurrent Actuation and Sensing on a Single Microfluidic Device.
While many microfluidic devices have been developed for sensing and others for actuation, few devices can perform both tasks effectively and simultaneously on the same platform. In piezoelectric sensors and actuators, this is due to the opposing operating requirements for sensing and actuation. Sensing ideally requires narrow resonant peaks characterized by high quality factors, such as those found in quartz crystals. However, these materials usually have poor electromechanical coupling coefficients that are not ideal for actuation. In this work, we show that it is possible to achieve both sensing and actuation simultaneously on a shared device by exploiting the distinct advantages of both bulk waves for effective mass sensing and surface waves for highly efficient microfluidic actuation through a unique hybrid surface and bulk acoustic wave platform. In light of the recent resurgence of interest in portable inhaled insulin devices for personalized diabetes management, we demonstrate the use of this technology for efficient aerosolization of insulin for inhalation without denaturing the protein, while being able to concurrently detect the residual mass of the un-nebulized insulin remaining on the device such that the actual dose delivered to the patient can be determined in real time.